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diagnosticlink is a diagnostic tool for reading data from the engine management computer or ecu on a detroit diesel® engine. the tool is a stand alone application and it can be used to diagnose most detroit diesel engines currently on the market. if the system requires higher levels of diagnostic support, dddl is accompanied by the
diagnosticlink professional edition, which has additional features that enhance the diagnostic capabilities of the tool. the detroit diesel® diagnosticlink professional edition is a diagnostic tool for reading data from the engine management computer or ecu on a detroit diesel® engine. the tool is a stand alone application and it can be used
to diagnose most detroit diesel engines currently on the market. if the system requires higher levels of diagnostic support, dddl is accompanied by the diagnosticlink professional edition, which has additional features that enhance the diagnostic capabilities of the tool. diagnosticlink professional is a diagnostic tool for reading data from

the engine management computer or ecu on a detroit diesel® engine. the tool is a stand alone application and it can be used to diagnose most detroit diesel engines currently on the market. if the system requires higher levels of diagnostic support, dddl is accompanied by the diagnosticlink professional edition, which has additional
features that enhance the diagnostic capabilities of the tool. dddl 8.08 or 8.09 for d35, d35, d35, d35, d35, d35, d35, d35 engines. ddec 8.09 is compatible with dddl 8.10 and 8.11.10 sp2 is compatible with ddec 8.09, 8.10 sp2 includes full function key-generation for ddec 8.
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